Greek-Arabic translation, Syriac translation, Islamic philosophy, ninth century, Baghdad peripatetics, reception history Of the Aristotelian corpus, the body of logical works called the Organon was considered central in many of the traditions to which it was transmitted in various forms, e.g. translations, commentaries or epitomes. Certain parts of the Organon itself were regarded as more important than others, a distinction amply illustrated by the number and extent of translations, summaries, commentaries and other Organonrelated texts that emerged in those traditions. One of the key components of the Organon, for many scholars its centrepiece, was the Prior Analytics, which lays out a general theory of rational argument. It was preceded by works dealing with the elements of logical speech, i.e. terms (treated in the Categories) and propositions (On Interpretation); the texts following it in the "canonical" arrangement of the Organon 5 the scale, we have reader-oriented translations, i.e. an "expositional type" of translation that seeks above all to transfer the meaning of a text and "involve the reader emotionally by employing appropriate cultural equivalents". On the other are "mirror" translations prompted by a "self-effacing", reverential attitude of the translator to his source text. In terms of the linguistic features of the translated texts, these categories correspond to a certain extent to the widely used but misleading distinction between "free" and "literal" translations. (Aldershot, 1992), at 4f. Even where there was a desire for "literal" translation, translators were aware that they had to strike a balance between the imitation of the source text and the intelligibility of the translation.
integral part of the training and practice of another discipline many Syriac scholars, including theologians, studied: medicine. Galen (d. ca. 200 or 216), the most prominent medical authority of the day, wrote a number of logical treatises and argued that knowledge of logic was a necessary pre-requisite for the study of medicine. Its purpose in the study of the human body and its diseases was twofold: firstly, the physician was supposed to apply logic in classifying medical conditions into species and genera; secondly, in arguments about the function of the body and its parts, proofs had to be logically valid.
14 The crucial importance of logic for the study of all types of knowledge was a given for Syriac scholars; as early as the sixth century, Sergios of Rēšʿaynā (d. 536) maintained that philosophy and the sciences would be impenetrable without a solid grasp of logic.
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The translation history of the Prior Analytics (and other texts) into Syriacand Arabic-was determined to a considerable degree by contemporary scholars' positions on the question of which Aristotelian texts constituted the Organon and/or were central for understanding and applying Aristotelian logic. Unlike today, the answer to this question was far from obvious. A look at the texts produced at different stages of the Syriac translation tradition that we know of (i.e. which are either extant credited with does not cover the entire work, it breaks off after Book I.7-omitting the part of the book that, together with the Posterior Analytics and the texts following it, was allegedly deemed injurious to Christian faith. 19 To understand this curious phenomenon, we need to turn to the few historical sources we possess which describe the transmission of Greek philosophy and science to the Islamic world.
Several Arabic historical works contain reports about the transmission of medical, scientific and logical knowledge from the Greeks to Arab philosophers and scientists and attempt to account for the reduction and subsequent expansion of the corpus of texts used in teaching. These narratives occur in different forms and have been discussed in much detail elsewhere; I will focus on the material that is immediately relevant for the textual history of the Prior Analytics. Apart from any pressure on scholars applied through formal decrees by "the authorities", secular or religious, we find evidence for an early and widespread negative attitude towards Greek learning among religious scholars that might help to 31 Cf. Gutas, 'The Alexandria to Baghdad Complex', 183.
The distribution of marginal notes across the different texts contained in the Parisian Arabic
Organon manuscript discussed below (with the exception of the heavily annotated Sophistical Refutations), also roughly reflects the distinction between the "short" and the "long" Organon: notes on the former are usually more frequent, often also longer and their contents range from mere corrections to variants, glosses, terminological adaptations, explanations and comments. In comparison, those on the material that "was not read" tend to be shorter and are generally restricted to corrections, textual variants drawn from other (mostly Syriac) translations and glosses. This apparent imbalance need not necessarily be due to a lack of scholarly interest in specific texts. Clearly, the availability and variety of older translations and translated commentaries and related works on particular texts must have played a role, too-whereas for key texts such as the Prior Analytics and the Categories, scholars could draw on considerable resources and work them into their notes, pickings were much slimmer for other works.
explain the subsequent exclusion of certain texts from the corpus of logical material translated into Syriac. The writer and theologian Ephrem (d. 373) fulminated against the "venom of the Greeks". He and other patristic writers, both Greek and Syrian, rejected the application of Greek logic to areas of theology they considered to be "beyond the reach of the human intellect". In spite of the growing Hellenisation of Syriac culture in subsequent centuries, individual theologians continued to warn against using logic as a tool to understand theology. 33 Given this background, it is no surprise that many of the most prominent Syrian scholars and translators focussed their attention exclusively on the texts of the "short" Organon. according to Ibn al-Nadīm, Abū Bišr himself translated parts of it from Syriac. Such a commentary is actually quoted in the Paris manuscript. 72 We also know of excerpts of 70 Badawī, 'La transmission', 98 and Peters, Aristoteles Arabus, 15. 71 Lameer, al-Fārābī, 6, n. 6 points out that Themistius was only known to have written paraphrases of Aristotelian works. 72 As remarkable as the breadth of material that was available to the compiler and annotator of the a Themistius commentary in an Arabic version produced by the translator Abū ʿUṯmān al-Dimašqī which formed the basis for a fifteenth-century Hebrew translation. 73 It is not clear whether it was actually translated in its entirety. The same applies to an incomplete commentary by John Philoponus, also mentioned by Ibn alNadīm. 74 Apart from these texts, Muslim scholars also knew a commentary by the mysterious (and hitherto unidentified) "Allinus" (allīnūs). 75 The shortness of some of the other commentaries, abridgements and paraphrases the Fihrist mentions could again have been caused by the "traditional" Syriac restriction to the first part of the book.
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Commenting on the works of the ancients was not the monopoly of translators and their circles. Soon after (in some cases even before) the material basis for the study and discussion of the Aristotelian Organon became available to them in the form of translations, Islamic philosophers took the lead in establishing an independent
Islamic logical tradition based on translated Greek texts. 
